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Purpose: To demonstrate the feasibility of multidimensional diffusion MRI to probe 
and quantify microscopic fractional anisotropy (µFA) in human kidneys in vivo.
Methods: Linear tensor encoded (LTE) and spherical tensor encoded (STE) renal dif-
fusion MRI scans were performed in 10 healthy volunteers. Respiratory triggering 
and image registration were used to minimize motion artefacts during the acquisition. 
Kidney cortex–medulla were semi‐automatically segmented based on fractional anisot-
ropy (FA) values. A model‐free analysis of LTE and STE signal dependence on b‐value 
in the renal cortex and medulla was performed. Subsequently, µFA was estimated using 
a single‐shell approach. Finally, a comparison of conventional FA and µFA is shown.
Results: The hallmark effect of µFA (divergence of LTE and STE signal with 
increasing b‐value) was observed in all subjects. A statistically significant difference 
between LTE and STE signal was found in the cortex and medulla, starting from 
b = 750 s/mm2 and b = 500 s/mm2, respectively. This difference was maximal at 
the highest b‐value sampled (b = 1000 s/mm2) which suggests that relatively high 
b‐values are required for µFA mapping in the kidney compared to conventional FA. 
Cortical and medullary µFA were, respectively, 0.53 ± 0.09 and 0.65 ± 0.05, both 
respectively higher than conventional FA (0.19 ± 0.02 and 0.40 ± 0.02).
Conclusion: The feasibility of combining LTE and STE diffusion MRI to probe and 
quantify µFA in human kidneys is demonstrated for the first time. By doing so, we 
show that novel microstructure information—not accessible by conventional diffusion 
encoding—can be probed by multidimensional diffusion MRI. We also identify relevant 
technical limitations that warrant further development of the technique for body MRI.
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1 |  INTRODUCTION
Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) is a widely used diffusion‐
weighted imaging approach that has been successful because 
of its sensitivity to changes in tissue microstructure. However, 
tissue that is heterogeneous on a sub‐voxel scale cannot be 
fully captured by the single diffusion tensor in DTI, meaning 
that the information on microscopic anisotropy and orienta-
tion dispersion is lost. The problem is not solely because of 
poor signal representation or tissue modelling but depends 
also on the diffusion encoding technique itself. If an acquisi-
tion is limited to a single diffusion encoding b‐tensor shape, 
such as conventional linear tensor encoding (LTE), situations 
arise where vastly different tissue structures may yield vir-
tually identical signal behavior.1-3 In this setting, fractional 
anisotropy (FA) estimates are confounded by microscopic 
anisotropy and orientation dispersion, making their inter-
pretation ambiguous.4,5 Rotation invariant diffusion data 
(whose signal attenuation does not vary on rotations) can be 
acquired using isotropic diffusion encoding6,7 (also referred 
to as spherical tensor encoding [STE]8). Recent advances in 
the design of multidimensional diffusion MRI (MD‐dMRI) 
acquisition schemes,9 including the use of optimized gradient 
waveforms,10 have enabled efficient spherical tensor encod-
ing (STE) on clinical systems.3 A joint analysis of LTE and 
STE provides more specific information on the underlying 
distribution of diffusion tensors compared to what is pos-
sible using LTE alone, allowing the effects of microscopic 
anisotropy and orientation dispersion to be disentangled and 
therefore to measure microscopic diffusion anisotropy (µFA) 
independently of orientation dispersion.2,11-13 More generally, 
µFA can be probed in acquisitions where diffusion encod-
ing is performed using measurement b‐tensors with different 
shapes.8,9 In addition to STE, double‐diffusion encoding 
methods,14-19 which encode diffusion along 2 directions before 
readout, provide planar b‐tensors that also allow quantifica-
tion of µFA.20 Contrast‐agent free quantitative biomarkers are 
actively being sought‐after in the field of renal MRI.21-25 In 
diffusion tensor imaging (DTI),26 FA has been widely used 
in the kidneys as a non‐invasive probe of tubular integrity22,27 
and the geometric arrangement of microscopic structure. 
Several studies consistently demonstrate a greater degree 
of anisotropy in the kidney medulla compared to the cortex 
(Kataoka et al,28 Kido et al,29 and Chan et al,30 among others). 
A significant decrease in FA has been found in chronic kidney 
disease patients compared to healthy controls.31 Furthermore, 
DTI has been used to assess renal allograft function early fol-
lowing transplantation32 and has shown reduced medullary 
FA and FA‐based cortico–medullary differentiation in renal 
transplant recipients with impaired allograft function com-
pared to those with good or moderate function.33 However, 
FA remains unable to differentiate between different patho-
physiological mechanisms underlying renal dysfunction.22 A 
recent study on pediatric renal allografts has shown a mod-
erate correlation of medullary FA with several Banff his-
topathology scores (particularly at higher b‐values) but not 
cortical FA.34 Neither cortical nor medullary FA correlated 
with the glomerulitis (g) Banff score. This suggests that more 
specific biomarkers of renal microstructure are desirable. 
However, at the time of writing, and to the best of our knowl-
edge, no studies have been reported investigating microscopic 
anisotropy in the renal parenchyma.35,36 The aim of this work 
is to investigate, for the first time, the feasibility of using STE 
in combination with conventional LTE in the human kidney 
to probe and quantify tissue microscopic anisotropy in vivo. 
A detailed analysis of the LTE and STE diffusion‐weighted 
signal in healthy subjects has been performed, followed by 
quantification of cortical and medullary µFA using a single‐
shell approach, along with a comparison to conventional FA, 
and an overview of current challenges in MD‐dMRI of the 
kidneys.
2 |  METHODS
Ten healthy volunteers (age 31 ± 6 y, 5 male) were scanned 
on a 3T Prisma MR system (Siemens Healthineers, Erlangen, 
Germany) using a prototype spin‐echo sequence with EPI 
readout that facilitates diffusion encoding with variable 
b‐tensor shapes (Figure 1). Data was acquired with LTE 
and STE using FOV = 288 × 288 mm2, voxel size = 3 × 
3 × (4–4.6) mm3, 11 coronal oblique slices, TE = 87 ms; 
3/4 partial‐Fourier and parallel imaging in‐plane accelera-
tion R = 2 (GRAPPA). TR was 3000 ms (following a con-
sensus recommendation)37 to ensure significant T1 recovery 
between volumes; the data acquisition window was limited 
to 1500 ms to reduce motion artefacts. Furthermore, setting 
the minimum TR to 3000 ms also minimizes the likelihood 
of triggering events not related to respiration (i.e., no more 
than 1 triggering event per respiratory cycle is allowed).38 
Diffusion data was acquired at 4 encoding strengths (b‐values 
of 250, 500, 750, 1000 s/mm2), each with 2 signal averages, 
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in addition to a non‐diffusion‐weighted reference scan 
(b = 0 s/mm2) repeated 4 times. The number of encoding direc-
tions was chosen such that a rotation invariant powder signal 
could be obtained with the acquisition protocol. The mini-
mum number of directions necessary to fulfil this requirement 
was estimated by following a previously proposed simulation 
framework.39 Most renal DTI studies have found FA in the 
renal medulla to be (1) lower than 0.5, and (2) higher than 
cortical FA (see above). Therefore, assuming a maximum FA 
of 0.5 (see Results for details of our FA estimates in this data 
set), ~11 directions yield a rotation invariant powder signal for 
b × MD < 3,39 where MD = mean diffusivity. As such, con-
sidering the highest b‐value used in this study (1000 s/mm2), 
~11 directions yield a rotation invariant powder signal for a 
MD of 3 × 10−3 mm2/s (diffusion coefficient of water at body 
temperature),40 which is above the typically observed MD in 
the renal cortex and medulla41-43 (also verified in our data, see 
Results). The number of encoding directions was therefore set 
to 12 for all LTE and STE acquisitions. Encoding waveforms 
were optimized numerically10 assuming a maximum gradient 
amplitude of 75 mT/m and slew rate of 100 T/m/s, heat dissi-
pation factor η = 0.6, and using the Euclidean norm to obtain 
rotatable waveforms39 (Figure 1). The LTE waveform was 
generated from the STE waveform such that the magnitude 
of the q‐vector remained constant.44,45 Respiratory triggering 
(at end‐expiration) was used. Experience with respiratory‐ 
triggered acquisitions on our system suggests that using a short 
trigger delay increases the likelihood of the initial portion of 
the image readout occurring during the quiescent part of the 
respiratory cycle. This is consistent with a previous study.28 
The respiratory triggering parameters used in this work 
were threshold 20% and trigger delay 200 ms. The nominal 
scan time (i.e., without accounting for the delays associated 
with respiratory triggering) was 11 min 00 s (5 min 30 s for 
each of the encoding schemes). The time penalty associated 
with using respiratory triggering compared to non‐triggered 
acquisitions was investigated (see Results). Retrospective 
motion correction (image registration) of individual 
diffusion‐weighted volumes to the reference b = 0 s/mm2 
data before powder averaging was performed separately for 
each kidney using elastix.46 The whole kidney parenchyma 
(excluding the renal hilum) was manually segmented in the 
mean b = 0 s/mm2 image. To reduce operator bias, subsequent 
cortical–medullary regions of interest (ROIs) were segmented 
using an automatic algorithm developed in‐house. Briefly, it 
uses Gaussian mixture modeling to determine an optimal sub-
ject‐wise threshold to separate cortex from medulla based on 
conventional FA voxel‐wise estimates (Figure 2), followed 
by a 2D morphological opening operation to remove spuri-
ous voxels in the resulting ROIs. Multi‐shell diffusion tensor 
fitting was performed with FSL47 to obtain voxel‐wise conven-
tional FA and MD estimates using all b‐values in the LTE data 
set. Quantification of µFA was performed using a single‐shell 
approach, using the highest sampled b‐value (1000 s/mm2) 
with the following equation (see Lasič et al2)
where Δ?̃?
2
, the difference in scaled variance of apparent dif-
fusion coefficients, is given by
where E
LTE
 and E
STE
 are, respectively, the powder‐averaged 
LTE and STE signal normalized to the b = 0 s/mm2 reference 
scan, D̄ is the mean diffusivity and b is the encoding strength. 
First, the feasibility of voxel‐wise µFA mapping was assessed 
by determining the proportion of voxels for which µFA could 
be not quantified (i.e., because of a negative LTE‐STE differ-
ence). Subsequently, to maximize the SNR of the LTE‐STE 
difference and therefore the reliability of the µFA estimation, 
a ROI‐based approach was used. Here, LTE and STE powder 
averaged signal was separately averaged within the cortical 
and medullary ROIs before µFA quantification in each tissue 
type and in all subjects.
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F I G U R E  1  Schematic of the spin‐echo EPI sequence with optimized gradient waveforms to yield spherical and linear b‐tensor encoding 
(STE and LTE).10 Note that STE and LTE measurements are performed separately (i.e., require separate RF excitation pulses)
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3 |  RESULTS
Based on visual inspection of SNR and image artefacts, all 
LTE and STE data had sufficiently high quality for analy-
sis, and the 3 central slices from each subject were used 
for all further analyses. The true scan time (both encoding 
schemes), including delays because of respiratory triggering 
and subject‐specific respiratory rates was 17 ± 4 min (average 
± SD). Respiratory triggering significantly increased scan 
time (approximately doubling it in 1 subject) compared to 
a non‐triggered acquisition. However, respiratory triggering 
has been shown to improve data quality in DTI of native 
kidneys even when image registration is used48 which moti-
vated its use in this study. The conventional FA threshold 
calculated via Gaussian mixture modeling to differentiate 
cortex from medulla was 0.28 ± 0.02 (mean ± SD across all 
subjects). All cortical and medullary ROIs obtained by the 
proposed segmentation approach were reviewed by 2 authors 
with 5 and 35 y of experience in renal imaging (the latter 
being a radiologist) and were deemed anatomically accurate 
(see Figure 2E‐H for an example on a representative subject). 
This supports the initial assumption that FA could be used 
to separate cortex and medulla (at least in healthy kidneys). 
This is consistent with most renal DTI publications that have 
demonstrated medullary FA to be significantly higher than 
cortical FA in healthy volunteers.22 The FA estimates using the 
resulting ROIs were 0.19 ± 0.02 and 0.40 ± 0.03, respectively, 
for kidney cortex and medulla. Mean cortical and medullary 
MD were, respectively, 1.84 × 10−3 ± 0.08 × 10−3 mm2/s 
and 1.77 × 10−3 ± 0.09 × 10−3 mm2/s (2‐tailed paired t‐test, 
P < 5 × 10−4), also reflecting the expected higher diffusiv-
ity in the renal cortex compared to the medulla in healthy 
subjects.22 Figure 3A and B show the dependence of the LTE 
and STE powder average signal, and the normalized signal 
difference (i.e., (Signal(LTE) − Signal(STE))/Signal(LTE)), 
on b‐value for medulla and cortical ROIs averaged 
across the 10 subjects. The hallmark of microscopic anisot-
ropy (µFA > 0) is divergence of the STE and LTE signals 
with increasing b‐value.2 Figure 3B highlights the clear trend 
of increasing relative difference between the LTE and STE 
signals with increasing b‐value in both kidney parenchyma 
regions (cortex and medulla). This effect was observed indi-
vidually in each of the subjects (see Supporting Information 
Table S1). Statistically significant LTE‐STE signal differ-
ences (two‐tailed paired t‐test, P < 0.05) were found from 
b = 500 s/mm2 in the medulla and b = 750 s/mm2 in the 
F I G U R E  2  Fractional anisotropy (FA)‐based automatic segmentation of cortex and medulla on a single representative subject (after manual 
segmentation of kidney parenchyma to exclude the hilum). A Gaussian mixture model (2 components) is fitted to the histogram of the FA values of 
the kidney parenchyma (obtained from the LTE acquisition) and a FA threshold to separate cortex from medulla is obtained from the intersection 
of the 2 resulting Gaussian distributions (green marker and dashed line). Note that the value of the FA threshold indicated in this figure is specific 
for this particular subject. Even though a single central slice is shown, 3 central slices are used to obtain the FA histogram and subsequent regions 
of interest (ROIs). (A) Non‐diffusion weighted (b = 0 s/mm2) image. (B) Cropped renal parenchyma on the b = 0 s/mm2 image. (C) FA map. (D) 
FA intensity histogram and result of Gaussian mixture model fitting and subsequent estimation of the FA threshold to segment cortex–medulla. (E) 
Cortical ROIs. (F) Masked cortex in the FA map. (G) Medulla ROI. (H) Masked medulla in the FA map
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cortex. The relative LTE‐STE difference was greatest at 
b = 1000 s/mm2 (the highest b‐value sampled in this study) 
for both medulla (22 ± 3%; P < 10−5) and cortex (15 ± 5%; 
P < 10−4) (see Supporting Information Table S1). This sug-
gests that relatively high b‐values (compared to most renal 
DTI studies) are required to capture microscopic anisotropy 
information in the kidneys, particularly in the cortex. Figure 4 
shows a comparison of conventional FA and LTE‐STE rela-
tive difference maps with increasing b‐value on a single 
representative subject. Excellent cortico–medullary differen-
tiation is seen in the FA maps, whereas the LTE‐STE relative 
difference is shown with a more homogenous intensity distri-
bution throughout the renal parenchyma. In our voxel‐wise 
analysis, a lack of divergence of LTE and STE signal con-
sistent with the hallmark of µFA (i.e., a positive LTE‐STE 
difference) resulted in a failure to estimate µFA using the 
single‐shell method in a non‐trivial proportion of voxels 
(5 ± 9% in the cortex and 2 ± 4% in the medulla [median 
± interquartile range]). Across all subjects, ROI‐based cor-
tical and medullary µFA were, respectively, 0.53 ± 0.09 
and 0.65 ± 0.05 (two‐tailed paired t‐test, P < 10−4) (individ-
ual results for each subject shown in Supporting Information 
Table S2). Furthermore, µFA was shown to be significantly 
larger than conventional FA in both the cortex and medulla 
(2‐tailed paired t‐tests, P < 10−5). Figure 5 shows a compari-
son of conventional FA and µFA maps in a central slice of 
2 subjects. These are, respectively, examples of worst‐ and 
best‐case scenarios in terms of image quality of the µFA maps 
(chosen on the basis of the highest and lowest proportion of 
µFA calculation fails in the cortex). The lower cortico‐medul-
lary differentiation in the µFA map compared to the standard 
FA in Figure 5 (mostly because of higher µFA vs. standard 
FA in the cortex) suggests that orientation dispersion in the 
cortex enhances the cortico–medullary differentiation seen in 
conventional DTI FA measures.
4 |  DISCUSSION
This work provides evidence that MD‐dMRI methods are 
capable of probing microscopic anisotropy in the human 
kidneys in vivo and provides information on the lower 
bounds of the range of b‐values required to map it. Similarly 
to previous studies,48,49 the use of retrospective image 
registration improved data quality by reducing motion arte-
facts and enhancing the cortico–medullary differentiation. 
The hallmark effect of microscopic anisotropy (divergence 
between LTE and STE signal with increasing b‐value) is 
demonstrated in the renal cortex and more predominantly in 
the medulla without the need for any model assumptions or 
fitting. Mapping µFA in the kidneys in a voxel‐wise manner 
was found challenging in a subset of subjects, particularly 
in patches of cortical tissue (as shown in Figure 5). This 
is consistent with previous work outside the kidneys that 
has shown estimation of µFA to be problematic in tissue 
with low intrinsic µFA.2,45 This was a minor issue in the 
medulla with <5% of µFA calculation failures in the major-
ity of subjects (see Supporting Information Table S2). 
Nevertheless, to overcome this, we resorted to a ROI‐based 
approach where quantification of µFA in all subjects in both 
cortex and medulla was successful. One might hypothesize 
use of µFA to help elucidate the pathophysiological mecha-
nisms that decrease diffusion anisotropy in the kidneys.33,50 
Indeed, where orientation dispersion is a plausible feature 
of tissue microstructure (e.g., convoluted tubules), µFA 
may provide a more accurate assessment of microstructural 
integrity compared to conventional FA. This hypothesis 
will require future clinical studies, whereas the present 
study focused on establishing the feasibility of measuring 
µFA and obtaining baseline data from healthy volunteers. 
Several limitations must be addressed in future research. 
First, the waveforms used here are not compensated with 
F I G U R E  3  (A) Signal versus b‐value averaged across 10 subjects within cortical and medullary regions of interest (ROIs). (B) Highlights the 
trend of increasing relative difference between the LTE and the STE signal with increasing b‐value. The P‐value corresponding to the statistically 
significant differences between the LTE and the STE signal is shown in blue (2‐tailed paired t‐test)
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F I G U R E  4  Non‐diffusion‐weighted 
(top), fractional anisotropy (FA) and 
LTE‐STE relative difference images in  
3 kidney slices of 1 subject (slice 2: anterior; 
slice 4: central; slice 6: posterior). The 
relative difference images are shown with a 
constant intensity scale across all b‐values 
(ranging from 0–40%)
F I G U R E  5  Central slice b = 0 s/mm2 reference image, conventional FA map and µFA map (left to right) for 2 subjects (rows, respectively 
the worst and best‐case scenarios as judged by the proportion of cortical µFA calculation failures across the 10 subjects). Both conventional FA and 
µFA range from [0, 1]. However, for figure displaying purposes the intensity range of the conventional FA map is set to [0, 0.7]. Note that the  
b = 0 s/mm2 image shows the whole kidneys whereas for both quantitative maps the hilum was removed to avoid biasing any FA or µFA estimates. 
An artificial boundary (cyan) depicting the boundary of the kidneys (excluding hilum) was added to the µFA map for easy visualization of voxels 
where µFA calculation was not possible (shown as dark regions in the grayscale color map). Note that even though voxel‐wise calculations of µFA 
were necessary to generate the maps in this figure, the reported µFA values (text) were obtained using the ROI‐based approach. See results for all 
subjects in Supporting Information Table S2
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respect to concomitant fields that may cause a hyper‐ 
attenuation of the STE and potentially yield overestimation 
of the LTE‐STE difference signal as recently reported.51 
Second, the contribution of flow on anisotropy measures 
has not been investigated in this work. This would be 
required to disentangle fast pseudo‐diffusion effects due 
to microscopic capillary and/or tubular flow from passive 
diffusion effects from which tissue microstructure prop-
erties can be estimated. This is especially relevant in the 
kidneys and in the cortex in particular where one might 
expect the convoluted tubule (through which flow is sig-
nificant) to be a candidate for locally anisotropic diffusion. 
Using flow‐compensation techniques may provide the 
additional benefit of compensating for spin dephasing (and 
therefore signal loss) due to bulk motion effects which may 
improve image quality.52 Furthermore, a potential limita-
tion is that LTE and STE waveforms were not matched with 
respect to the diffusion time, which may cause a parameter 
bias in systems with diffusion time dependencies.53 An 
investigation of time‐dependency of our diffusion measure-
ments was beyond the scope of this work and is frequently 
overlooked in the renal diffusion MR literature. Our esti-
mate for mean diffusivity (~1.8 × 10−3 mm2/s) suggests 
mean displacements of ~11–16 µm for diffusion times on 
the order of 35–70 ms (note the time elapsed between the 
start and end of the diffusion encoding gradients is ~70 ms). 
The tubular diameters within the human kidney nephron 
components range in sizes from 10–70 µm (tubular diam-
eter).54,55 Therefore, an overlap between the sizes of the 
diffusion‐restricting structures and the diffusion propagator 
is expected to a considerable extent. This suggests that a 
diffusion‐time dependency (i.e., mean diffusivity not being 
independent from the gradient waveform) is likely to exist 
and this should be investigated in future studies. Finally, for 
clinical applications where scan time is limited, optimiza-
tion of parsimonious time‐efficient protocols is warranted.
5 |  CONCLUSION
This work demonstrates the technical feasibility of tensor‐ 
valued diffusion encoding for renal imaging and provides pilot 
data to demonstrate the minimum b‐values required to probe 
microscopic fractional anisotropy. We then harness this infor-
mation to provide the first estimation for microscopic anisotropy 
in human kidney in vivo. Finally, we highlight current limita-
tions, motivating further investigation of the microstructural 
information offered by multidimensional diffusion MRI for 
renal applications. This approach may ultimately enable a 
more specific in vivo characterization of the microstructure of 
human kidney in healthy and diseased subjects, compared to 
methods based on conventional diffusion encoding.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Additional supporting information may be found online in 
the Supporting Information section at the end of the article.
TABLE S1 Relative signal difference (%) between LTE 
and STE signal in cortical and medullary ROIs, for all 
b‐values and subjects, calculated as ((SLTE − SSTE)/SLTE) × 
100, where SLTE and SSTE are, respectively, the mean LTE 
and STE signal in the ROIs. The last row shows the P‐value 
row corresponding to the differences between the LTE and 
the STE signal (2‐tailed paired t‐test). Significant differences 
(P < 0.05) are underlined
TABLE S2 Percentage of voxels for which µFA calculation 
was not possible (µFA “fails”). ROI‐based µFA and con-
ventional FA results shown individually for all subjects, for 
cortex and medulla
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